
Hi, I'm Ed l'shanah tovah!
My time is limited.--A few  minutes here.-- Come to the session Yom Kippur afternoon for discussion...and a
handout 
Thank you, especially to all the staff and volunteers who are making this service possible.
And Bobbie and I thank you all for your personal support and sharing of loving healing energy.--
I'm open, I receive it, i accept it, absorb it, and allow it to nourish and help. It is a blessing. I am grateful for 
your blessing. I reflect and radiate it back to you and all that is. We bless and are blessed. 
I am grateful to be here. --alive-- Jewish---free  --together with you.  
I'm grateful to Reconstructing Judaism as our movement is now called and to this community B'nai Havurah
and havurah ben tzion and our loving family, and wonderful friends, for humoring me with good nature and 
generosity, for enabling me to grow and strengthen my jewish roots and for providing space for me to think, 
question, create and worship, as Reconstructing Judaism provides space for us all. Together. Promoting this
American Judaism of democracy, equality, diversity, freedom, realism, and self-reliance.
As Mordecai Kaplan teaches that Judaism is a civilization, I am grateful to connect in our peoplehood. We 
are a Diaspora, dispersed, but we are not isolated or insulated. Judaism connects us. We are connected 
across vast reaches of time, distance, cultures; through our religion and ritual, of course, and through our 
languages, calendars, arts, cuisines, literatures, music, and so on, ultimately connecting to all human-kind. 
Connecting is holy. Connected we are spiritual. When I hear 'Spiritual' I think connected. Spirituality 
equals connection. Spirituality equals connection!
We are Jews. We survive, Together, We celebrate, We laugh we cry, together we lament, we remember, we 
forgive.
We are vibrating scintillating clouds of energy. Receiving, transmitting. Creating meaning and sharing. Living 
while we are alive in this one life, on this one world. Eǌoying our time--here where we have air we can 
breathe, and water we can drink. it must be cherished and preserved.
Thank you for providing a haven in which I can belong as a Jew who doesn't believe in gods. Gods that are 
supernatural entities invented ages ago by storyteller-sages to answer great questions of mystery. -- It was 
the best science we had at the time.     --      Oh but I am not an unbeliever. I do believe, in people, beauty, 
truth, and goodness.      
A jew rejecting the idea of being chosen, supporting connection, expansion, and inclusion rather than sepa-
ration, contraction, and division. A jew who acknowledges the divine as energy.  The energy of all that is. 
Comfortable in the marvelous free democracy that we eǌoy here in the USA. So delicate though, in the 
hands of what? One who calls himself chosen? We are Recons! We don't do big-daddy messiah. We do 
self-reliant. We are regular folk--and redeemers.
Thank you for helping me to see scripture, all scripture, as authored by human beings; stories, legend, 
myths, writings that help us make meaning from chaos, connecting with what we are, what we can be.  But 
scripture as moral and ethical guideline? Be very cautious. Read carefully and think critically. 
Reconstructing Judaism, is the only place a person like me, and i suspect like many of you, realists, natural-
ists, humanists, reconstructors, can survive, exist, and participate as Jews, to thrive in rooted connection, 
joy, warmth, and love. 
I thank you for providing a place for a person who believes the divine is process, a force that makes for ful-
fillment, the life force. We are all bundles of energy, divine process that not a supernatural human-type enti-
ty-- rather the energy of all life. ---BARUḤ One's knees buckle at the immensity and magnificence of it all.---
This place, wherever we are, holy; this community, whoever we are, holy; this moment, whenever it is, holy. 
---KADOSH KADOSH KADOSH EL-ḤAY S'MAḤOT, HOLY, SANCTIFIED, CONNECTED, THE POWER OF A 
JOYOUS LIFE FILLS THE WHOLE WORLD WITH ITS GLORY. 
Connecting and interconnecting.  Loving. Committed--dedicated to one another for health and growth.
I thank you B'nai Havurah. --My people, may we survive in our committed connection, --my family and 
friends, may we thrive in our connecting energies. peace and love
Us.!!  Connected   THIS!!. L'chayim!              L'chayim!!!          TO LIFE!!!!


